
Your go-to intimate wellness brand: nevernot

Sex as Self-Care

By 2027, the global feminine hygiene market is expected to increase up to 32.7 billion dollars
– the global sexual wellness market is even expected to increase up to 125.1 billion dollars
by 2026. Overall, the market is expected to grow by about 12 per cent annually until 2026.
The development of the sex tech market can serve as a forecast for the intimate health
market: As recently as 2012, many investors felt it was too risky to invest in sex tech, yet the
industry value has risen from 57 million dollars worldwide in seven years to one trillion
dollars in 2019. The numbers during the pandemic also give a positive outlook: Although
people had less sex overall, about 20 per cent spent more money on products related to sex
and masturbation. Additionally, it should be noted that the increased awareness and
acceptance of topics such as sexual health, pleasure, masturbation, LGBTQIA+ or periods
help to expand the market. With more education, the target audience continues to grow.
Thus, it's really interesting that sexual health has hardly been considered as self-care so far.

nevernot’s mission

Berlin-based intimate wellness brand nevernot is all about addressing the subject of
pleasure: exploring one's comfort zone, identifying and solving problems that were
previously overlooked due to stigma and lack of communication. In the wake of the trend of
sexual liberation and the more open communication that comes with it, certain issues, such
as vaginal dryness, can finally be recognised as a mass phenomenon, while  before it was
regarded as individual personal cases. At the same time, not only are theses issued
normalised, but existing products are optimised in terms of function and sustainability.

While many conventional brands are busy breaking taboos that haven’t been polarising in a
long time, nevernot takes a step further and integrates intimate health into our well-being
routines: Yoga, meditation, me-time, masturbation, and sex. It’s about getting more
connected to your body and sexuality – whether you’re sexually active or not. nevernot
wants to normalize pleasure and wants you to discover your comfort-zones.

And even though nevernot's founding story is often labelled as a "female founder" story, the
Berlin brand creates products that are for everyone. The nevernot soft tampon is for all
menstruators - all of the other products are for everyone who loves to make love. nevernot
makes products that are aimed at all genders and meet real needs.

Pleasure follows period: nevernot conquers the intimate wellness market

With high quality products, an inclusive branding and marketing, as well as the necessary
sense for social movements, nevernot frees Intimate Wellness products from their
behind-the-counter image. From the pharmacy, the sex shop, and the drug store to premium
lifestyle- and beauty-shops, and, thus, into our daily lives. nevernot products are aesthetic,
modern, and sex-positive: They shouldn’t be hidden in your nightstand but can easily be
presented in your bath- or bedroom as an interior-accessory – because the topics ‘sex’ and
‘period’ haven’t been taboos, that have to be destigmatized in a while now. They are natural
parts of our lives.

https://nevernot.de


“A healthy relationship towards one’s sexuality is as important as movement or
balanced nutrition. We want to demonstrate this with our products and
communication. Within the last years, toys and platforms have been successfully
optimised, but all the other products within the sector have been ignored. In the
future, Intimate Wellness products will have the same status as a lipstick or an eye
cream – and they will give you a good feeling.” – Katharina Trebitsch, nevernot
co-founder

“Where has my lubricant been produced? What’s in it? Cosmetic brands that are
successful today are transparent – with ingredients that actually work. They are
sustainable and effective. We want the same for our products. Simultaneously, our
brand does not only speak to women but all lovers, even though nevernot is
female-founded.” – Anna Kössel, nevernot co-founder

The nevernot product-range

The Berlin-based brand takes its cue from American models in the beauty and intimate
health industry and optimises them for the European market. The nevernot range does not
only contain soft tampons - great for sex, sports and spa - but also the 'F*cking Good' lube
collection, a scented massage candle collection and the newly launched intimate wipes. The
brand bets on super ingredients such as CBD and ashwagandha. nevernot follows the same
environmental, sustainability and efficacy standards that prevail within the beauty industry.
All products are created cruelty-free. They are almost all vegan, organic, fairly produced in
Europe and packaged with recycled materials. Where it is not yet possible to meet the
sustainability requirements yet, the product development team is working on optimisations.
Further launches are planned for 2022 that will set new standards within the Intimate
Wellness market.
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